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Advertising Photography: A Straightforward Guide to a Complex IndustryCourse Technology PTR, 2007
If you are an aspiring or professional photographer looking to break into advertising, "Advertising Photography: A Straightforward Guide to a Complex Industry" will provide you with an honest and uncensored look at this highly competitive and lucrative business. While working in the advertising photography industry can be glamorous and...
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Killer Photos with Your iPhoneCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Killer Photos with Your iPhone shows students how to take fantastic pictures using the camera built right into their iPhone. Because of its portability and unique capabilities, the iPhone camera is now one of the most popular digital cameras on the market, and this book shows you how to do everything from taking simple pictures to using apps...
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Digital Video in a SnapSams Publishing, 2003
These days, nobody really wants to learn everything there is to know about shooting, editing, and authoring digital movies.  And even if you did, who has the time to endlessly tinker and play with it until you figure everything out?

You just want a book that will quickly show you how to get things done  things that aren't already covered...
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Raw Workflow from Capture to Archives: A Complete Digital Photographer's Guide to Raw ImagingFocal Press, 2006
'Raw Workflow from Capture to Archives' provides specific, practical explanations and how-to instructions for the digital photographer mastering this process. The most comprehensive book devoted to simplifying raw workflow, this guide will demystify raw functions in the camera, raw converter, image processing and enhancement software, and digital...
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Photographing Children and Babies: How to Take Great PicturesAllworth Press, 2005

	This family-friendly guide shows parents how to dramatically improve their baby photos and create beautiful, memorable albums without extensive experience, technical knowledge, or equipment. Featuring more than 150 striking examples of successful pictures, the book provides the skills and technique to create excellent portraits, action shots,...
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Close-Up and Macro PhotographyFocal Press, 2009
In this exhaustive guide to macro photography, respected author and photographer Adrian Davies takes a comprehensive approach to the subject, covering every aspect of the multi-faceted and often complicated world of close-up photography. 

Everything about Adrian's approach is both practical and diverse, with optimal output always in...
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The DSLR Filmmaker's Handbook: Real-World Production TechniquesSybex, 2015

	Learn to shoot professional-quality HD footage with your DSLR Camera


	The DSLR Filmmaker's Handbook, 2nd Edition is the expert guide to getting professional movie-making results with an HD video-enabled DSLR camera. Fully updated to reflect the latest technology, this updated edition provides guidance toward best...
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DVD Confidential 2: The Sequel (Consumer)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Unlock the hidden Easter eggs in your favorite DVDs including like hidden bloopers, alternate endings, and video games. Plus, sharpen your movie knowledge with hundreds of sidebars on your favorite films, from Citizen Kane and Casablanca to the Matrix Revisited.     

Your Map to the DVD Easter Egg Hunt of a Lifetime
Love movies?...
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Compression for Great Digital Video: Power Tips, Techniques, and Common Sense (With CD-ROM)CMP Books, 2002
Compression for Great Digital Video is an essential reference for encoding digital video and audio for the Web, CDROM, DVD, and other media. Digital video professionals achieve better and faster results by learning everything that happens before compression (shooting, editing, and capturing) and after compression (getting files on the server,...
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Digital Video Essentials: Shoot, Transfer, Edit, ShareSybex, 2003
Digital Video Essentials is a thoroughly revised, updated, and redesigned version of author Erica Sadun's Digital Video: I Didn't Know You Could Do That. It features tutorials, tips, tricks, projects, and a fully loaded CD.
Topics covered include: setting up a digital video studio; planning, scripting, and shooting videos; mixing shot...
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My Palm PreQue, 2010

	Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through getting and keeping your Palm Pre working just the way you want. The tasks include:


	•   Getting started quickly and making the most of Palm Pre’s amazing interface

...
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iMovie 3 for Mac OS X (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2003
Crammed with new features-but lacking any documentation to speak of-iMovie 3 is a tool just waiting to be tapped, and this Visual QuickStart Guide provides the key. If you're already familiar with Apple's video editing software, you'll welcome the easy-to-find coverage of all of iMovie's new features-including seamless integration with other iLife...
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